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View From the Editor’s Desk
And so January 2015 is done - where did it go?!
Welcome to this month’s Event Horizon, an edition packed with
lots of goodies and hopefully something to get your mind thinking!
First off, I really need to thank all those who submitted images for
this month’s Event Horizon - it has made this a real “bumper”
edition! A special mention needs to be made of Dylan O’Donnell’s
Moon-shine image which made the pages of the website Boing
Boing - well done!
This month I’ve written an article about free online courses, known
by the acronym of MOOCs. I have been doing these type of
courses for a couple of years now so thought others might be
interested in my experiences.
I’ve also included an article on how to take “Nightscapes”, aka
images of the night sky, using a normal camera. It was written by
Ian Norman who has a website called Lonely Speck. I’m free to
use it as long as I give him credit and provide a link to the licence
- there, done!
Julie once again has provided a wonderful guide to several books
in the SAS library and there’s a sky chart for February, courtesy
of the Sydney Observatory. News from the Web and fantastic
images from our members rounds off this months Event Horizon.
All in all, another “fun packed” edition - see you on Saturday!
Cheers,

Mario
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Dear Members and Friends,
Welcome to another edition
of EH and I do hope you
were all able to find Comet
Lovejoy in your night sky
during the month of January.
At our last general meeting
we were lucky enough to
have a clear evening, so
armed with star charts and
binoculars we all went
outside to view the comet in
the sky.
We were also blessed with a magnificent crystal clear sky
weekend at Leyburn, where many of our members turned
up to take images of the comet. My aim was to try and
capture a wide field image of the comet with its amazing
long tail passing close by the Pleiades Star Cluster, and to
my delight…I did it :-) (You’ll find some wonderful
images of the comet taken by our members in the EH
gallery) Processing a comet in DSS is quite tricky, and it
took me nearly two weeks to work it out, so if you’ve taken
quite a few images of the comet and want to stack them,
then come along to the next general meeting and I’ll show
you how to do it. The program Deep Sky Stacker is FREE
and it can be downloaded at:
http://deepskystacker.free.fr/english/index.html
SAS is getting a new web site, Dylan O’Donnell from
(DNA Digital at Bryon Bay) is one of our new members
and has offered to build us a brand new web site and the
committee are now in the process of working out the
content for the site. We would like to thank Dylan very
much for this support for our club.
A reminder that we will be holding a public viewing night
called “Jupiter in the Park’ on Saturday the 28th March on
the Esplanade at Paradise Point, all application forms have

been submitted to the GCCC and I’m just waiting on approval
for the event to go ahead. There will be another Total Eclipse
of the Moon happening on the evening of Saturday the 4th April
and SAS is going to have a members evening to observe and
take images of the event. It’s going to be held at the northern
end of the Esplanade at Paradise Point, more information on
the event will be in next months EH.
The Combined Societies Meeting has now been confirmed for
the evening of Friday the 22nd May, this event will be held at
the Griffith University, Nathan campus at Mt Gravatt. For our
new members, this is an evening when members from all the
different astronomical societies in South East Queensland get
together for a social evening. During the event a member from
each club will give a 10-minute presentation and the 2015
Achievement and Discovery awards will be presented. It’s an
excellent night, so please mark the date on your calendar.
From now up until the end of April you can nominate one of
your fellow members for either awards mentioned, during the
presidents meeting in early May these nominations will be
presented and voted on…please forward your nominations to
our secretary Michael Adams, Michael’s email is at:
rosiechops@bigpond.com
Our next meeting is this coming Saturday the 7th February,

please bring along all your images and reports.
On Sunday the 8th February I’ll be holding our first members
Solar Day using our clubs new Lunt Solar telescope starting
from 2pm (weather permitting) at the Ormeau Progress Hall
grounds. Please bring along your camera with its T-ring
adapter so you can capture some images of the Sun. My mobile
is 0407 126452 if you need to contact me on the day.
Looking forward to seeing you on Saturday for the General
Meeting or Sunday for our first Solar Day :-)

Noeleen Lowndes

GENERAL MEETING TIMES
Saturday, 7 February 2015

@

7:30pm

Saturday, 7 March 2015

@

7:30pm

Saturday,11 April 2015

@

7:30pm

Notes from the SAS Library

-

Julie Lancaster

February 2015
NEW BOOKS
With the money raised from the Xmas raffle, I have now purchased these two new books for the SAS library. I
hope everyone will take the opportunity to check them out.
DEEP SPACE - This book was written by Govert Schilling, ‘an
internationally acclaimed astronomy journalist and writer. He is a regular
contributor to New Scientist, Sky & Telescope and Sky at Night. In
2007, asteroid 10986 was named Govert in his honour by the
International Astronomical Union. He lives in Amersfoort, the
Netherlands.’
Cover blurb – ‘From red dwarfs to hot Jupiters to starburst galaxies and
beyond, Govert Schilling probes the vast, ever-expanding cosmos and
unveils the mysteries of the universe in this stunning visual exploration
of deep space.’
‘With Schilling as our guide\, we explore the birth of stars and stellar
nurseries, such as the Orion and Carina Nebulae; the death of stars,
from red giants to catastrophic supernova explosions; galaxies and
galaxy clusters beyond our own, including spiral, elliptical and lenticular
galaxies. We learn about supermassive black holes, which astronomers
now believe exist at the centre of every galaxy including our own and
exoplanets, billions of which are believed to be orbiting stars in the Milky
Way and beyond. Our journey concludes at the edge of the
cosmological horizon with a look at dark matter, dark energy and theories of extra-terrestrial life and the
Multiverse. With hundreds of stunning photographs and custom illustrations, as well as a fourteen –page Star
Atlas that maps the full celestial sky, Deep Space is the perfect book for anyone fascinated with the mystery and
beauty of the cosmos.’
So generally speaking, a book well worth a look.
WONDERS OF THE SOLAR SYSTEM
This edition was published in 2013 and written by Prof Brian Cox and
Andrew Cohen. It serves as a great companion book to the BBC’s
Wonders of the Universe also by Prof Brian Cox (now also in the SAS
library).
Cover Blurb – ‘… reveals the Solar System around us as you have
never seen it before: from the giant ice fountains of Enceladus to the
liquid methane seas of Titan and from storms twice the size of the
Earth to the tortured moon of Io with its giant super-volcanoes.’
‘Prof Brian Cox takes you on a journey where alien worlds become
places you can see, feel and visit. He introduces you to the planets
and moons beyond our words, finding the biggest, most bizarre and
most powerful natural phenomena. He visits some of the most
spectacular and extreme locations on Earth to unveil wonders of the
Solar System that can be found on Earth itself.’
Another book worthy of a place in the library.

Facebook items
Comet Lovejoy – Some nice shots of Terry’s latest comet have been posted to the SAS Facebook Page.
Australia Day Asteroid - Details and photos of this ‘close encounter’ have also been posted.
Check out it. You’ll find upcoming events, items of interest and information on astronomy related tours. Join the
page and share your ideas and wonderful astrophotography. So come on over and check us out. You might be
surprised at what you find.
https://www.facebook.com/groups/11624628300/ For those already on Facebook, the page is easy to find, just
follow the link. In order to join the page which enables posting items on the page, etc., people need to request to
join. Once your request has been accepted, you are on your way.
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So what is a “MOOC” and how does it relate to Astronomy I hear you ask! Now that's a very good
question, but to answer it properly I think it best if I fill you in on my learning journey over the last
30 plus odd years...
When I finished my university degree back in 1981, I can't tell you how happy I was that my four
years of study were over. No more books, no more exams – just out and about living life to the fullest....
or so I thought! It didn't take long however before my thirst for knowledge led me to pick up the books
again.
Over the years I returned to university and studied various subjects from topics as diverse as
palaeontology to business management to astronomy. Each time I did a course though, the price of
doing this course would increase and it became harder to justify spending a lot of money on subjects
which, like palaeontology and astronomy, would not necessarily help me in my career. I needed to
find somewhere that offered these courses at no cost... enter the MOOC!
So back to the question first asked in this article – What exactly is a MOOC? Wikipedia's citation on
MOOCs reads: “A massive open online course (MOOC; /muːk/) is an online course aimed at unlimited
participation and open access via the web. In addition to traditional course materials such as filmed
lectures, readings, and problem sets, many MOOCs provide interactive user forums to support
community interactions between students, professors, and teaching assistants(TAs). MOOCs are a
recent development in
distance education which was first introduced in 2008 and emerged as a
popular mode of learning in 2012....According to The New York Times, 2012 became "the year of the
MOOC" as several well-financed providers, associated with top universities, emerged,
including Coursera, Udacity, and edX.”
The MOOC that I have done, and am currently doing, astronomy related courses through is Coursera
(www.coursera.org). I've also signed up for a photography course at an Australian MOOC called
Open2study (www.open2study.com) but I'll concentrate on Coursera for this article. I've found the
courses offered by Coursera to be very interesting and useful. For those of you that might be interested,
I have provided a quick rundown of each course that I've done – the first two, the one I'm currently
doing – the third course outline, and the other I will be doing in due course....

Galaxies and Cosmology (Caltech): This class is an introduction to the modern extragalactic
astronomy and cosmology, i.e., the part of astrophysics that deals with the structure and evolution of
the universe as a whole, and its major constituents: dark matter, dark energy, galaxies, quasars,
large-scale structure, and intergalactic gas. It will cover the subjects including: relativistic
cosmological models and their parameters, extragalactic distance scale, cosmological tests, composition
of the universe, dark matter, and dark energy; the hot big bang, cosmic nucleosynthesis, recombination,
and cosmic microwave background; formation and evolution of structure in the universe; galaxy
clusters, large-scale structure and its evolution; galaxies, their properties and fundamental correlations;
formation and evolution of galaxies; star formation history of the universe; quasars and other active
galactic nuclei, and their evolution; structure and evolution of the intergalactic medium; diffuse
extragalactic backgrounds; the first stars, galaxies, and the reionization era. It corresponds to the Ay
21 class taught at Caltech.
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Astrobiology and the Search for Extraterrestrial Life (The University of Edinburgh): Over two
thousand years ago, the ancient Greeks wondered if there were other worlds in the cosmos. This
question is now being experimentally tested. This course, offered by the UK Centre for Astrobiology
at the University of Edinburgh, is an introduction to astrobiology and was the first MOOC to explore
this subject. It explores the origin and evolution of life on the Earth and its potential to exist elsewhere.
Astrobiology addresses compelling questions of wide interest such as: How did life originate on the
Earth? Is this an inevitable process and is life common across the Universe? Astrobiology is an
interdisciplinary science that bridges fields as diverse as astrophysics, biology, geosciences and
chemistry.
In this course we will explore what we know about life’s ability to live in extreme environments on
the Earth, we will look at different hypotheses for how it originated. We will look at some of the
missions to search for life in our own Solar System and on planets orbiting distant stars. We will
discuss some of the extreme environments on the Earth that help us understand the limits of life and
how life has adapted to cope with extremes. We will explore the possibility of intelligent alien life
and some of the implications of its detection. The course will provide a foundation in astrobiology
and introduce students to concepts in a diversity of scientific fields.

Our Earth: It's Climate, History and Processes (University of Manchester): This course focuses on
a basic science understanding that demonstrates how the processes on Earth (including biological
processes) lead to natural climate changes that have shaped the planet and the path of evolution.
Students are challenged to think of the Earth as an integrated system made up of water, air, ice, land,
and life.
For example, students learn that the Gulf Stream is not the cause of western Europe’s temperate climate.
They also learn that the rise of oxygen in the atmosphere 2.5 billion years ago produced massive
extinctions of life on Earth that forever altered the dominant types of single-celled life. Students are
exposed to how new scientific discoveries are made through the observations that led to plate tectonics,
how the Moon formed, and why dinosaurs went extinct.

The Science of the Solar System (Caltech): This course is a scientific exploration of our solar system.
You will learn both what we know about the solar system around us but also how we have been using
the tools of science to learn the things that we know. You will get to use some of the tools yourself.
Unlike typical solar system classes, which plod from one planet to the next, we will focus our
examination of the solar system on four main topics: (1) Where is there water on Mars? (2) What is
inside of a giant planet? (3) How can we use the smallest bodies in the solar system to answer the
biggest questions? (4) Where might we look for life?
To answer these questions we will learn about details of atmospheric chemistry and dynamics, planetary
interiors and magnetism, the geological history of planets, spacecraft exploration, telescopic
observations of planets around other stars, spectroscopic determinations of composition, biochemistry
of water- and non-water based life, and many more. In short, we'll learn about the whole solar system
and about planets in other systems besides ours.
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In the News…
Secret worlds ‘lurking’ in the outer fringes of the Solar
System, scientists believe

Outer fringes ... two secret worlds are thought to exist beyond the orbits of Neptune, the furthest true
planet from the Sun. Picture: Voyage to the Planets/ABC Source: Supplied

AT LEAST two as-yet undiscovered planets as big as Earth or larger may be hiding in the outer fringes
of the Solar System, scientists believe.
The secret worlds are thought to exist beyond the orbits of Neptune, the furthest true planet from the
Sun, and the even more distant tiny “dwarf planet” Pluto.
The evidence comes from observations of a belt of space rocks known as “extreme trans-Neptunion
objects” (Etnos).
Orbiting the Sun beyond Neptune, Etnos should be distributed randomly with paths that have certain
defined characteristics.
But a dozen of the bodies have completely unexpected orbital values consistent with them being influenced
by the gravitational pull of something unseen.
“This excess of objects with unexpected orbital parameters makes us believe that some invisible forces are
altering the distribution of the orbital elements of the Etno, and we consider that the most probable explanation
is that other unknown planets exist beyond Neptune and Pluto,” said Spanish lead scientist Professor Carlos
de la Fuente Marcos.
“The exact number is uncertain, given that the data that we have is limited, but our calculations suggest that
there are at least two planets, and probably more, within the confines of our Solar System.”
Astronomers have spent decades debating whether a hidden planet beyond Pluto remained undiscovered.
The new research, published in the journal Monthly Notices of the Royal Astronomical Society Letters, is
based on analysis of an effect called the “Kozai mechanism”, by which a large body disturbs the orbit of a
smaller and more distant object.
“In this scenario, a population of stable asteroids may be shepherded by a distant, undiscovered planet larger
than the Earth,” the scientists wrote.
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One problem is that the theory goes against predictions of computer simulations of the formation of the Solar
System, which state there are no other planets moving in circular orbits beyond Neptune.
But the recent discovery of a planet-forming disk of dust and gas more than 100 astronomical units from the
star HL Tauri suggests planets can form long distances away from the centre of a solar system.
An astronomical unit, the distance between the Earth and the Sun, is the equivalent of 150 million kilometres.
http://www.news.com.au/technology/science/secret-worlds-lurking-in-the-outer-fringes-of-the-solar-system-scientists-believe/story-fnjwlcze1227189056625

Australian scientists make world first discovery after
capturing alien radio signals tearing through space in real
time
A TEAM of Australian scientists have made a discovery that would impress the likes of Mulder and Scully.
The scientists from Swinburne University in Melbourne achieved a world first when they managed to capture
alien radio signals tearing through space in real time.
While there have been nine recorded findings of fast radio bursts since they were first discovered in 2007, all
of those instances were found in existing data.
Lead researcher Emily Petroff said the groundbreaking discovery brings astronomers a step closer to
understanding the strange cosmic phenomenon that has scientists baffled.
“Fast radio bursts only last as long as it takes a human to blink their eye. That is what makes this discovery so
exciting,” she said.
“Because we were able to catch the act, as opposed to existing data sets, we were able to reveal that the radiation
produced by FRB was more than 20 per cent circularly polarised and this suggests there were strong magnetic
fields near the source.”
The circular shape of the waves recorded was clearly foreign — radio bursts from Earth are usually one plane,
and these were two.

The Parkes Telescope in NSW made the discovery Picture: Wayne England Source: Supplied
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Ms Petroff said the origin of the source remained a mystery, but the researchers believed it had to be huge,
cataclysmic and up to 5.5 billion light years away.
“There are two competing models to explain the phenomenon,” she said.
“One suggests it is caused by the collapse or explosion of a star in other another galaxy, while the other suggests
it comes from some sort of energy flaring from a neutron star.
“However, both of these could be incorrect and it could be something entirely different.”
Ms Petroff said the observation was made by the Parkes Telescope — a 64m diameter parabolic dish used for
radio astronomy in New South Wales.
“For the project we had the telescope pointed at the location where one of the previous bursts from the data
sets was recorded,” she said.
“It’s so exciting to know a similar occurrence has happened in the proximity of the first.
“After we recorded it, the project team pointed 12 other telescopes from around the globe to the exact spot
where the event took place, but none of these saw any afterglow.”
http://www.news.com.au/technology/science/australian-scientists-make-world-first-discovery-after-capturing-alien-radio-signals-tearing-throughspace-in-real-time/story-fnjwlcze-1227190723438

The asteroid that skimmed by Earth on 27 January, 2015
has its own moon
AN unusually large asteroid that just skimmed by Earth had its own moon, NASA has said as the US space
agency released its first radar images of the flyby. The asteroid known as 2004 BL86 made its closest approach
late on Monday at a distance about three times further than Earth’s own Moon.
Radar images from NASA’s Deep Space Network antenna in Goldstone, California show that the asteroid
itself was about 150 metres smaller than expected, and measured about 325m across. The asteroid’s small
moon was approximately 70m across.
Canadian astronaut Chris Hadfield called the discovery “strangely delightful”, and wondered on Twitter: “Who
gets to name it?” The asteroid was already
unusual because it was about 10 times bigger
than most near-Earth objects, which range
from 15 to 30m in diameter.
NASA said that about 16 per cent of
asteroids in 2004 BL86’s size category meaning those that are 200m or larger - are
“binary”, meaning there is a primary asteroid
with a smaller asteroid moon orbiting it.
Some even have two moons.
The odd couple of 2004 BL86 and its moon
will not come this way again for another two
centuries, astronomers say.
NASA image shows Asteroid 2004 BL86 flying by with its own
Moon

The next big space rock known to be heading
this way is asteroid 1999 AN10, which
NASA said should fly past Earth in 2027.

http://www.news.com.au/technology/science/the-asteroid-that-skimmed-by-earth-last-night-has-its-own-moon/story-fnjwlcze-1227199237014
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Astronomers discover giant ringed planet 200 times size of
Saturn

Monstrous scale ... The planet itself was probably about 10 to 40 times the mass of
Jupiter. Picture: Supplied Source: Supplied

ASTRONOMERS say they have found the first-ever ringed planet beyond our solar system, a
super-world with a girdle of halos 200 times bigger than Saturn’s.
Called J1407b, the giant has a disk of 30-odd rings which is so vast that, had it been around Saturn,
it would have dominated our night sky, the proud discoverers said.
“It’d be huge! You’d see the rings and the gaps in the rings quite easily from Earth,” Matthew
Kenworthy of the Leiden Observatory in The Netherlands said on Wednesday.
“It’d be several times the size of the full Moon.”
Kenworthy and Eric Mamajec of New York’s University of Rochester trawled through a database of
millions of stars photographed by telescopes around the world in an exoplanet search project called
SuperWASP.
Exoplanets, worlds beyond our own Solar System, are observed from Earth through changes in the
brightness of their central star.
Kenworthy said the planet itself was probably about 10 to 40 times the mass of Jupiter, the biggest
planet of our star system.
The planet’s rings begin at a distance of about 30 million kilometres from the planet and stretch out
to a distance of 90 million kilometres.
And they are probably made of dust, as planet J1407b is too hot to support ice rings like those orbiting
Saturn.
J1407 and its planet are about 16 million years old, which makes it an infant in terms of stellar age.
The Sun and Earth are some 4.5 billion years old.
Kenworthy said the find provided the first direct evidence for theories about planetary ring formation.
It is widely held that big clouds of gas and dust collapse to form stars orbited by a thick disk of debris.
The research has been accepted for publication by the Astrophysical Journal.
http://www.news.com.au/technology/science/astronomers-discover-giant-ringed-planet-200-times-size-of-saturn/story-fnjwlcze-1227200235678
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Stunning supernova has a bubbly interior
A new three dimensional model of the Cassiopeia A supernova remnant provides insights into how
these massive explosions occur. The detailed model reveals a bubble-like interior of debris that
connects with a bright shell of ejecta arranged in multiple circular structures.
"This is the first time we've actually seen such a complete image of what the interior of this thing looks
like," says one of the study's authors Professor Robert Fesen of Dartmouth College in New Hampshire.
"It shows big bubbles, big cavities
that others suggested might be there,
and this shows they really are."
The study is published in the journal
Science. Cassiopeia A was created
340 years ago when a massive star
exploded to form a neutron star,
making it a good subject for a cosmic
post mortem. In this type of
explosion, known as a core-collapse
supernova, the outer layers of the star The Cassiopeia A supernova remnant provides new details about the
mechanisms powering these brief stellar beacons (NASA/JPLdrop in free fall, reaching speeds of Caltech)
70,000 kilometres per second, a
significant fraction of the speed of
light. Somehow, that material suddenly stops and ends up travelling the other way at up to 10,000
kilometres per second.Scientists call this sudden reversal a "bounce", but until now they've been unsure
exactly how it happens. "We know the core collapses down to form a neutron star, and the rest blows
up somehow after that," says Fesen.
"But most of our models have had problems blowing up stars because the outer layers of the star
collapse into the core and smother the explosion!" Distant supernovae outside our galaxy are difficult
to study because they're so far away. Fesen and co-author Dr Dan Milisavljevic, of the HarvardSmithsonian Center for Astrophysics, used near-infrared spectroscopy to measure expansion velocities
of extremely faint material inside the supernova remnant, providing the crucial third dimension for
the 3D model.
"We're sort of like bomb squad investigators," says Milisavljevic.
"We examine the debris to learn what blew up and how it blew up. Our study represents a major step
forward in our understanding of how stars actually explode." The study revealed that cavities in the
supernova's interior are caused by plumes of radioactive nickel 56, says Fesen.
"Nickel 56 will eventually decay into iron, and during that decay process a lot of energy is generated.
These plumes of nickel move through the non-radioactive material, pushing it away and making
cavities. "We can see that Cassiopeia A blew up in a violent way powered by these plumes of
radioactive nickel."The scientists found the same bubble like structure inside other supernova remnants.
"Cassiopeia A may be showing us how all core collapse supernovae actually explode," says Fesen.
http://www.news.com.au/technology/science/secret-worlds-lurking-in-the-outer-fringes-of-the-solar-system-scientists-believe/story-fnjwlcze1227189056625
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Members’ Astrophotos
The Sculptor Galaxy
Jennifer Robinson

Top & Bottom Image Details:
Runs of 4 x 3 mins ISO 800 450D on NEQ6pro guided by SSAG and SW102 achro

M79
Jennifer Robinson
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Comet Lovejoy C/2014 Q2
Steve Craft

Saturday afternoon I took a chance and went up to Leyburn on a 30% chance of seeing the comet for about
2hr.
I got up there and first thing I had to pull out the mower as I could not even get to my observatory door.
I got set up for the comet but clouds, about 7.30 the sky started to partly clear. It took me about 1/2 hr just
to find the comet in the scope as my finder scope was under the scope upside down.
I ended up rotating the tube around so I could look through the finder scope, but this upset the balance,
but I just left it. I got 5 images of the comet and them the clouds came back in and then all over, I came
back Sunday morning.
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Comet Lovejoy C/2014 Q2
Ray Suckling

Time/Date : 1254- 1306, 16/01/2015 UT
Exposure: 725 sec
Camera
:Cannon350D (Modified)
Filter: IR
Lens: ED 80 with reducer, Aperture 80mm, F/L 480 mm, F6
ISO/ASA: 800
Guiding: Autoguided through a 50mm Orion Mini
camera
Mount: EQ6 (Hypertuned)
Processing: Processed in Photoshop
Photographed at: Leyburn
Notes: Guided on a guide star, quite noisy

Guider

and

a

QHY5

Time/Date : 1312-1322, 16/01/2015 UT
Exposure: 725 sec
Camera
:Cannon350D (Modified)
Filter: IR
Lens: ED 80 with reducer, Aperture 80mm, F/L 480 mm, F6
ISO/ASA: 800
Guiding: Autoguided through a 50mm Orion Mini Guider and a QHY5
camera
Mount: EQ6 (Hypertuned)
Processing: Processed in Photoshop
Photographed at: Leyburn
Notes: Guided on comet, quite noisy
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M42, NGC 1976, Orion Nebula / Orion
Ray Suckling
Time/Date: 1253 – 1434, 17/01/2015 UT
Exposure: L 6 x 360sec, R 3 x 360sec, G 3 x 360sec, B 3 x 360sec
Camera: SBIG ST8300m
Filter: L, R, G, B
Lens: Synta ED 80 0.8X Reducer, Aperture 80mm, F/L 480 mm, F6
Binning: 1 x 1
Guiding: Autoguided through a 50mm refractor using a QHY camera
Mount : EQ6 (Hypertuned)
Processing: Aligned and Stacked in Deep Sky Stacker, DDP in CCDOps, Deconvolution
in CCDSharp and Processed in Photoshop
Photographed at: Leyburn
Notes: Camera temp -10C.
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Comet Lovejoy C/2014 Q2
Ray Suckling

Time/Date: 1045–1055, 17/01/2015 UT
Exposure: L 600sec
Camera: SBIG ST8300m
Filter: L
Lens: ED80 with reducer, Aperture 80mm, F/L 480 mm, F6
Binning: 1 x 1
Guiding: Autoguided through a 50mm Orion Mini Guider and a QHY camera
Mount : EQ6 (Hypertuned)
Processing: Processed in Photoshop
Photographed at: Leyburn
Notes: Camera temp -10C.

Comet Lovejoy C/2014 Q2 Wide-field
Mario Vecchi
Image Details:
60 x 10s exposures, ISO1600, 35mm (APC-s 52.5mm), Pentax K30
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Comet Lovejoy C/2014 Q2
Noeleen Lowndes

This image was taken with a Canon 40D and a Canon 70-200mm f2.8 lens @ 200mm and
attached to the top of my Meade 10inch tracking telescope. Exposures were 8 x5 minute images
@f3.5, ISO 1000 then stacked in DSS andprocessed in PS CS4.

Comet Lovejoy C/2014 Q2 - Wide-field
Noeleen Lowndes

Theiswide field image was taken with a Canon 40D and a Canon
70-200mm f2.8 lens @ 93mm and attached to the top of my Meade 10inch
tracking telescope. Exposures were 10 x5 minute images @f3.5, ISO 1000 then
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Jupiter & Comet Lovejoy C/2014 Q2
Glenn Brugess

Top & Bottom Image Details:
Both using SWproED100 refractor and Canon 600d, LPS filter for the comet pic and on Titan
mount here in Robina 7thJan2015. I was quite pleased to see two shadows transiting the
planet but by the time I got set up only one remained. But, on the other hand it was such a
fluke to also get the GRS and Red spot Junior too. Comet Lovejoy was 24x120s exposures.
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The Moon
Dylan O’Donnell
This image is a layering of 2 separate stacks, both of 20 exposures each for a total of 40
exposures. This was done to reveal the faint and delicate crater details as well as the dull
blue glow of the earth itself, reflecting back from the dark side of the moon.
I really like how the 20% moon's character as a 3 dimensional object hanging in space,
illuminated both by the earth and the sun, is revealed in this image, unlike any of my
other lunar photos.
Taken from my backyard in Byron Bay NSW, Australia with a Celestron 9.25" SCT w/ Focal
Reducer (6.3) and Canon 70D. Backyard EOS, AutoStakkert & PS6 used for capture and post
processing.
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Buy - Swap - Sell

OBSERVING DOME FOR SALE
Referred to as the ‘School Model’ by manufacturers
Sirius Observatories, this high quality glass fibre
observing dome has a floor dia. of 3.5 metres, a floor
area of 9.62 square metres and a height of 3.25
metres.( It may be exempt from Approval under some
metropolitan Building Codes).
Spacious and airy, there is plenty of room inside for 4-5
people with pier and telescope in place, particularly
when one or two of them are sitting at the three built in and powered work stations.
Should you be using it principally on your own, you can rest assured that its roominess
means that you will never bump into the scope in the dark, or trip over a floor cable
again. What joy!
Purchased and erected on its current Brisbane suburban
acreage site in August 2008, it has been fastidiously
maintained and cared for ever since. There’s not a mark
on it. It has always been water tight, wind and vermin
proof. Sweet smelling, a plumbed in de-humidifier has
kept dampness and mould at bay even at times of severe
humidity and prolonged rain. The dome is safe to leave
unattended for long periods—whether because you
operate the dome remotely, or simply go away on holiday
for extended periods.
Fit out includes:-MaxDome 11 computerised dome rotation. Manual shutter lock. Day/night
solar vent. Three recessed workstations with desks and shelving with double power points
to each. Desk lighting. Concealed red light for viewing. Wall mounted double power point
for scope and pier. External double power point for use of guest ‘scopes. Mains and solar
battery charger for dome motor. Fitted interlocking black foam rubber flooring. Mounted
electric vacuum cleaner for fast floor clean up.
The domes bolted segment design provides for easy dismantling, transportation and reassembling on a new site---the cost of which is to borne by the purchaser.
The asking price for the dome and fitted furniture shows a saving of at least $7000.0o on
the current factory price. Scope and pier are not included.

The price is $19,000.00

Contact Chris Wheeler on 0412 552 322 or at swipsey@gmail.com
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Sydney Observatory night sky map

February 2015

A map for each month of the year, to help you learn about the night sky

www.sydneyobservatory.com.au

The star chart shows the stars and constellations visible in the night sky for Sydney, Melbourne, Canberra, Hobart and Adelaide
for February 2015 at about 8:30 pm (summer time) and at about 7:30 pm (local standard time) for Perth and Brisbane. For
Darwin and similar locations the chart will still apply, but some stars will be lost off the southern edge while extra stars will be
visible to the north. Stars down to a brightness or magnitude limit of 4.5 are shown on the star chart. To use this star chart,
rotate the chart so that the direction you are facing (north, south, east or west) is shown at the bottom. The centre of the chart
represents the point directly above your head, called the zenith point, and the outer circular edge represents the horizon.
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Low in the east is Jupiter, visible as a bright star-like object in Cancer. Venus and Mars are low in the west, with Venus passing
very close by Mars on the 22nd. The crescent Moon will also be close to Venus and Mars on the 21 st. The best time to view the
Moon using binoculars or a small telescope is a few days either side of the first quarter Moon on the 26th. Also visible in the sky
are the constellations Canis Major (the Great Dog), Orion (the Hunter) and Gemini (the Twins). Crux (the Southern Cross)
remains low in the south east.
Sydney Observatory, with a magnificent view overlooking Sydney Harbour, is open 10am to 5pm
daily – except closed Good Friday, Christmas Day and Boxing Day, and open 10am to noon on
New Year’s Eve. Open Monday to Saturday for night sessions (times vary depending on the
season) for sky viewing through one of our telescopes (cosy planetarium session if cloudy), and
3D movies about the Universe. Bookings are essential for night programs.
For more information, check the website at www.sydneyobservatory.com.au or call (02) 9921
3485. Sydney Observatory is at 1003 Upper Fort Street, Observatory Hill, in the historic Rocks
area of Sydney.
Sydney Observatory is part of the Museum of Applied Arts and Sciences. The Sydney Observatory night sky map was
created by Dr M Anderson using the TheSky software. This month’s edition was prepared by A Smith. © 2015 Museum of
Applied Arts and Sciences, Sydney.

Society Information
Committee Meeting 6:00pm General Meeting 7.30pm
ORMEAU COMMUNITY CENTRE, McCreadie Rd, Ormeau
PRESIDENT - NOELEEN LOWNDES Ph 0407 126 452 MEMBERSHIP OFFICER - JOE ZERAFA Ph 0421 886 376
Society postal address ~ Southern Astronomical Society Inc, PO BOX 867, Beenleigh Qld 4207
THE FINE PRINT - Event Horizon is sent by blind carbon copy email so others cannot see your email address - if you do not want Event Horizon emailed please inform the sender. The Society’s Web Site and Event Horizon may contain
images of or may identify members/friends attending Society & non-Society events (Meetings, Astroquiz, Combined Societies Meetings, Field Nights and Leyburn Astrocamps, Astrofest etc); if you would prefer this not to happen, please
advise the Society in writing. If members require a copy of the Society’s Constitution, please contact the Membership Officer by mail or at a future meeting. Images presented in Event Horizon and on the SAS Web Site are presented in
good faith as the original work of the person submitting them. The SAS and its members accept no responsibility or liability whatsoever if the person submitting them has used another person’s property without their permission or consent.
Articles submitted by contributors are the copyright of the contributor (unless otherwise specified) and comprise their own technical and/or other information and are not necessarily the opinion of SAS or its members.

LEYBURN - DARK SKY SITE
This is a privately owned property - our hosts are Debbie & Mark Bolton.
By entering the site you agree you do so at your own risk.
$5 contribution per adult per night (please pay in honour tin in site caravan)

2014 DATES: Friday to Sunday, 20th - 22nd February
LEYBURN 2.5 hrs drive inland from Brisbane & Gold Coast
ACCOMMODATION BYO tent, caravan OR
CABINS available in town cost $85 per room - book on 07 46950155
WEATHER very extreme compared to Brissy, VERY hot/cold - come prepared
KITCHEN VAN onsite with cooking gas, pots, pans, plates, utensils
POWER BYO Batteries – bring your own power!!
DRINKING WATER BYO LOO YES flushing onsite - with loo paper
SHOP 5km away - well stocked general store has hot showers ($2) with great burgers, ice etc & local hotel with great value meals.
Shop open 7am - 7pm Mon - Fri, 8am - 5pm Sunday.
MOBILE PHONE: NEXT G works well (& internet) others barely
DAY & NIGHT ARRIVAL LOCK ALL GATES / dip lights at the gate to main observing field - you will be greeted & guided to a park
CAUTIONS heat / cold, flies / mozzies & the occasional snake. so please take care in and around the toilet and under caravans, cars, and
wear stout footwear! Also, gets very cold in winter (down to minus -6) so bring lots of warm clothes & bedding for an
enjoyable week-end.
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We welcome All Members And Guests to The
Monthly Meetings.
All meetings held at Ormeau Progress Association
Inc. McCredie Road Ormeau
Web site at http://www.sas.org.au

Meeting Dates 2015

For further information contact
Membership Officer: Joe Zerafa
Mobile: 0421 866 376
Noeleen Lowndes (President)
Mobile: 0407 126452
E-mail: ziggy002@bigpond.com

Meeting Dates 2015

JANUARY
Saturday 10th Committee Meeting 6.00pm
Saturday 10th General Meeting 7.30pm
Friday to Sun 16th – 18th January Leyburn

JULY
Saturday 4th Committee Meeting 6.00pm
Saturday 4th General Meeting 7.30pm
Friday to Sunday 17th – 19th July Leyburn

FEBRUARY
Saturday 7th Committee Meeting 6.00pm
Saturday 7th General Meeting 7.30pm
Friday to Sun 20th – 22nd February Leyburn

AUGUST
Saturday 1st Committee Meeting 6.00pm
Saturday 1st General Meeting 7.30pm
Friday to Sun 14th – 16th August Leyburn
(QLD Astrofest 7th – 16th August)

MARCH
Saturday 7th Committee Meeting 6.00pm
Saturday 7th General Meeting 7.30pm
Friday to Sun 20th – 22nd March Leyburn
Saturday 28th ‘Jupiter in the Park’ 5.30 pm
(Public field Night Paradise Point)

SEPTEMBER (AGM)
Friday to Sun 11th – 13th Sept Leyburn
Saturday 19th InOMN 2015
Saturday 26th AGM 7.30pm
(Venue to be confirmed)

APRIL (Easter 3rd – 6th April)
Saturday 11th Committee Meeting 6.00pm
Saturday 11th General Meeting 7.30pm
Friday to Sun 17th – 19th April Leyburn

OCTOBER
Friday to Sun 9th – 11th October Leyburn
Saturday 24th Committee Meeting 6.00pm
Saturday 24th General Meeting 7.30pm

MAY
Saturday 2nd Committee Meeting 6.00pm
Saturday 2nd General Meeting 7.30pm
Friday to Sunday 15th – 17th May Leyburn
Combined Societies Meeting
(To be confirmed for May)

NOVEMBER
Saturday 28th Committee Meeting 6.00pm
Saturday 28th General Meeting 7.30pm
Friday to Sunday 13th – 15th November Leyburn

JUNE
Saturday 6th Committee Meeting 6.00pm
Saturday 6th General Meeting 7.30pm
Friday to Sunday 19th – 21st June Leyburn

DECEMBER (SAS Xmas Party)
Saturday 5th Christmas Meeting 6.30pm
(Venue to confirm)
Friday to Sunday 11th – 13th Dec Leyburn
(Venue to confirm)
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